The results of fluorescence studies on phenanthrene single crystals and on mixed crystals of phenanthrene with anthracene or tetracene as guest are the following: Even after extreme zone refining phenanthrene crystals contain impurities which have a strong influence on the fluorescence spectra. The intrinsic fluorescence spectrum of phenanthrene is analyzed with the O.O-band at 28 590 cm -1 . The quantum yield is of the order 0.1 and temperature dependent. The quantum ratios for the guest and host emission in the mixed crystals can be explained only partially by an exciton diffusion mechanism. There is a partial quenching of energy transfer around 60 °K. The low quantum efficiency and its dependence on temperature and concentration prevent a complete analysis of the energy transfer measurements. 
Meßgröße
Hüpfmodell Meßwert The results of fluorescence studies on phenanthrene single crystals and on mixed crystals of phenanthrene with anthracene or tetracene as guest are the following: Even after extreme zone refining phenanthrene crystals contain impurities which have a strong influence on the fluorescence spectra. The intrinsic fluorescence spectrum of phenanthrene is analyzed with the O.O-band at 28 590 cm -1 . The quantum yield is of the order 0.1 and temperature dependent. The quantum ratios for the guest and host emission in the mixed crystals can be explained only partially by an exciton diffusion mechanism. There is a partial quenching of energy transfer around 60 °K. The low quantum efficiency and its dependence on temperature and concentration prevent a complete analysis of the energy transfer measurements. X  25  26800  p  1790  26  26670  27  26552  28  26515  29  26483  30  26423  31  26370  32  26305  p  2285  33  26270  p  2320  34  26075  35  25985  36  25890  p  2700  37  25565  38  25475  X  39  25395  40  25310  41  25285  42  25070  43  24895  44  24808 Tab. 1. Analyse des Phenanthren-Spektrums bei 4,2 °K. 
Ziel der Arbeit
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Abb. 6. Temperaturabhängigkeit der Anthracen-und der Phenanthren+ X-Fluoreszenz für einen Phenanthren/Anthracen-Mischkristall (10-mal zonengereinigt. c\ = 1.8 • 10~4).
